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ABOUT US

Good communication is at the heart of every successful hotel.  Snake 
Tray customers enjoy flexible, scalable and secure communication 

infrastructure, optimized to meet the needs of the hospitality industry, 
from small economy hotels through to some of the world’s most 
famous luxury hotels.  Snake Tray keeps A/V technology behind 

the scenes—whether it is in the floor, ceiling or wall—while making 
it simple and easy to upgrade for the future.  From delivering and 

managing power, data and A/V throughout the building, Snake Tray 
ensures the building is equipped to handle future changes for the 

longevity of the property.

Snake Tray® products are covered by one or more of the following patents:
#6637704, #6637165, #6463704, #6460812, #6449912, #6361000, #6347493, #6019323, 
#6347493, #6449912, #6460812, #5953870, #5839702, #6926236, #7168212, #7959019, 

#8783628, #8985530, #8622679, #9074707. Other Patents Pending.



CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

Snake Tray is one of those companies that makes my life as 
a telecommunications designer much easier.  They make a 

custom enclosure to fi t any space, which helps when the architect 
won’t budge on spatial allocations.  Their bendable Snake Tray 

eliminates the headache of planning ladder rack runs down 
curving hallways and in angular rooms.  We always receive 

compliments from the installers after they’ve had the privilege of 
working with Snake Tray products, as it saves them time in the 

fi eld versus most other products.

Joe Dolaskie
Senior Design Engineer,
Deployed Technologies
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Optical LAN Wall Mount  Enclosure

Passive Optical Network, or PON installations, are a fi ber-based 
solution that deliver dramatically faster, more effi  cient, sustainable and 
scalable hospitality property networks versus traditional copper-based 
infrastructures. These enclosures are specifi cally designed to house 
an ONT, coaxial splitter and a ten-position conductivity consolidation 
bracket. Complete with a locking and vented architecturally pleasing 
door, these enclosures blend into any public space.

Wi-Fi Access Point Enclosure 

This fl ush mounted wall enclosure provides a secure, aesthetic, 
convenient mounting solution for Wireless Access Points (WAP) from 
most vendors. The enclosure has a fl ush profi le, impact-resistant 
polycarbonate panel so that access points with integrated or non-
detachable antennas can be secured in otherwise unsecured spaces. 
A textured powder-coated steel box provides greatest physical 
protection. Designed for securing leading vendors enterprise WAP and 
Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) remotes.

High Density Flush Mount Enclosure
 
Large fl ush wall mounted high density enclosure for zone cabling 
distribution and IT consolidation. Constructed from steel and capable 
of managing 12 EIA 310-E compliant rack units of active and passive 
networking equipment plus six additional rack units for power strips 
and small electronic devices, such as power over Ethernet switches, 
uninterrupted power supplies modems and routers.  This enclosure is 
intended to provide a degree of protection against dust, falling dirt, 
water, and non-corrosive liquids. What you don’t see allows you to 
future proof every room.

Overhead Ceiling Enclosure

These high density rack-mount enclosures with either adapter panels, 
Optical Network Terminals (ONT) or pre-terminated cassettes can 
house key equipment and mount A/V technology, as well as conceal, 
manage and deliver power and connectivity to the users of the space.  
Easily accessible and upgradable, customized units are available for 
unique projects with special requirements.  A functional meeting room 
keeps ideas fl owing year after year. 

Zone Cabling Enclosures For Fiber To The Room Applications
Distribution and consolidation zone cabling enclosures bring modular fl exibility to the point-of-use 
components, and are specifi cally designed for space constrained installations in hospitality properties. The 
enclosures provide easy and cost-eff ective reconfi guration so that a property keeps pace with changing 
electrical and data demands, now and into the future.



454 Universal Snake Tray® 

Deluxe hotels, resorts, restaurants, and casinos continually have to 
overcome pressure for additional technology within their facilities.  
Open utility space comes at a premium, and this is especially true 
for aging properties which have very little available space, if any, for 
cabling infrastructure upgrades.  The hand bendable  Universal Snake 
Tray allows for the routing of cables above, under, behind and around 
any number of obstacles enabling the installer an infi nite amount of 
possibilities to create the appropriate pathway without fabrication or 
expensive fi ttings.  Built in mounting rings allow for both horizontal and 
vertical mounting solutions.

Mega Snake® Cable Tray
 
Whether being used overhead in a convention center hall or as a mainline 
down a hotel corridor, Mega Snake’s Industry leading 150 pounds per 
linear foot capacity, preconfi gured turns, T’s and 4-way intersections, 
make installations quick and easy delivering on performance, safety 
and economy.  The unique hanging method requires no use of strut 
so it occupies less space in the ceiling and our patented side rail 
system allows for the addition of power modules, conduit plates and 
cable dropouts.  Mega Snake provides maximum strength for minimum 
weight, as well as fl exibility and ease of installation.  

Cable Tray Solutions
Guests at hotels and resort properties demand fast, reliable access to network services, both wired and 
wireless.  Snake Tray cable tray solutions are designed to be fl exible and scalable to accommodate current 
and future expansions, all while maintaining the highest standards for performance and reliability. 

Snake Tray® Cable Runway 

Snake Tray’s premier quality steel Cable Runway manages and 
protects all of the cable infrastructure by supporting the backbone 
and horizontal cables within and between the point of entry into the 
telecommunications and equipment rooms.  A vast array of supports 
splices and accessories are available.



Snake Tray® Headquarters
291 Skip Lane | Bay Shore NY 11706 | USA
T:  800-308-6788 | 631-674-0004
Regional Operations: Chicago | Dallas | Reno
www.snaketray.com | MADE IN USA

THE SNAKE TRAY ADVANTAGE
Snake Tray has revolutionized cable management, power distribution 

and enclosures with a variety of innovative products designed to install 
quickly, reduce labor and material costs, and signifi cantly drive down 
the total cost of construction. All of our products are made in the USA 
and stocked throughout the USA to ship on time for our customers. 

Our engineers and sales team stand ready to assist you with take off s, 
bill of materials and product solutions. Call us at 800-308-6788 

to discuss your next project. 
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